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Ruby on Rails Tutorial: Learn Web Development with Rails (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2012

	“Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial by Michael Hartl has become a must-read for developers learning how to build Rails apps.”


	—Peter Cooper, Editor of Ruby Inside


	 


	Using Rails, developers can build...
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Building Web Applications with Visual Studio 2017: Using .NET Core and Modern JavaScript FrameworksApress, 2017

	
		Learn how to build web applications from three Microsoft MVPs. After building the data application layer using Entity Framework Core and a RESTful service using ASP.NET Core, you will then build the client side web application three ways: first, using ASP.NET Core, then using Angular 2, and, finally, using React.  You will be...
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Sass EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop efficient and streamlined CSS styles using Sass for any website or online application with minimal effort and maximum scope for reusability in future projects


	About This Book

	
		Streamline CSS development using the power of SASS
	
		Discover how to transition existing projects to...
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Building Web Applications with .NET Core 2.1 and JavaScript: Leveraging Modern JavaScript FrameworksApress, 2019

	
		Roll up your sleeves and jump into building web applications using .NET Core 2.1 and the most popular JavaScript frameworks.

	
		You will start by building a data access layer using Entity Framework Core, a RESTful service using ASP.NET Core, and then you will build a web application following the MVC pattern, also using...
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Beginning Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3Apress, 2014

	Beginning Responsive Web Design with HTML5 and CSS3 is your step-by-step guide to learning how to embrace responsive design for all devices. You will learn how to develop your existing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript skills to make your sites work for the modern world. Web sites and apps are now accessed on a wide range...
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Hardware-based Computer Security Techniques to Defeat Hackers: From Biometrics to Quantum CryptographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The protection of critical information and systems is a major component of today's electronic business community. This valuable reference presents the primary hardware-based computer security approaches in an easy-to-read toolbox format. The techniques discussed show readers how to perform their own evaluation of new and emerging security...
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Instant Lift Web ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get to know the Lift Web Framework quickly and efficiently using practical, hands-on recipes


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Develop your own Lift web applications, find practical examples for many common use cases.

...
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Flask By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Unleash the full potential of the Flask web framework by creating simple yet powerful web applications


	About This Book

	
		The most up-to-date book on Flask on the market
	
		Create your own world-class applications and master the art of Flask by unravelling its enigma through this journey

...
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Survival Analysis Using S: Analysis of Time-to-Event Data (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2003

	Survival Analysis Using S: Analysis of Time-to-Event Data is designed as a text for a one-semester or one-quarter course in survival analysis for upper-level or graduate students in statistics, biostatistics, and epidemiology. Prerequisites are a standard pre-calculus first course in probability and statistics, and a course in applied...
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Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLABCRC Press, 2001

	Approaching computational statistics through its theoretical aspects can be daunting. Often intimidated or distracted by the theory, researchers and students can lose sight of the actual goals and applications of the subject. What they need are its key concepts, an understanding of its methods, experience with its implementation, and practice...
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Bootstrap EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use the powerful features of Bootstrap to create responsive and appealing web pages


	About This Book

	
		Learn where and how to use Bootstrap in your new web projects
	
		Design and develop mobile first web portals that support all devices
	
		A step-by-step guide with easy-to-follow...
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CSS Framework Alternatives: Explore Five Lightweight Alternatives to Bootstrap and Foundation with Project ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to use lightweight CSS framework alternatives to build intuitive websites. This book presents five project examples that use Skeleton, Miligram, UI Kit, Material Design Lite and Susy. 
	
		


		
			This no-nonsense introduction will help you understand the concept of designing interactive websites using...
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